Do you realize that: (1) secret societies, (2) university sororities and fraternities, (3) labor unions, (4) political parties and (5) Bar Associations---- are all relatively recent developments, and they all have their genesis in the same exact time period that the Roman Pontificate and the British Monarch have been busily incorporating and enfranchising everything and everyone in sight?

All these "institutions" and organizations that we now take for granted -- except for the secret societies and prototypes of the Bar-- didn't exist 150 years ago. The Greek Fraternities and organizations like Skull and Bones didn't exist. The Labor Unions didn't exist. The Political Parties didn't exist. And the Secret Societies and Bar Associations are only a little bit older than these other organizational developments, having their genesis in the 1750's.

What do all these organizations--- which have sprouted up like mushrooms for no apparent reason---and all contemporaneous with the development of Corporate Feudalism, have in common?

They are all private organizations, largely outside the purview of any external oversight.

They are all to some extent, secret, and use their privacy to promote elitism and to shield their members and their activities.

They all promote private networks of special privilege and/or knowledge.

They all bind people to loyalty to their organizations and their aims and "traditions" in exchange for support and assistance to obtain things of value for themselves and their members.

They are all lobbies.

They exist to promote group actions, group beliefs, group knowledge, group associations, group transfers of property, and to lobby for and promote group advantages.

Some of this is harmless enough, like pooling together for lower rates on health insurance or hosting an annual picnic in the park with free hot dogs. Some of it, like obtaining opium and underage girls, is just plain old garden-variety crime and immorality.

And some of it aims at toppling governments, profiting private businesses at public expense, plundering public trusts, profiting from enslavement of entire populations, commodity rigging, unlawful conversion of assets, mercenary wars, group sponsored thuggery against individual people and businesses, racketeering, coercion, extortion, smuggling, drug-running, human trafficking and other organized crime and collusion to benefit group members at the expense of the public.

So, why do we have political lobbies running a government?
Why do we have "secret" organizations on our university campuses promoting elitism and debauchery? Why do we have "secular churches" meeting in specially built windowless temples---worshiping what, if not profit and Baal? Why do we suddenly have labor union lobbies advocating for groups of workers on one hand, and selling them out on the other? Why do our policemen -- who still take their pay out of the public pocket -- belong to secret police fraternities?

Why do almost all lawyers now belong to Bar Associations? And are required to belong, just like in a closed union shop?

Where did all of this come from, out of the blue, and just between 200 and 150 years ago? Answer: from the Holy Roman Empire. From the Pontificate of the Roman Catholic Church.

And all of this was developing to full flower at about the same time that a certain Roman Catholic Pope declared himself "infallible" and also required that Roman Catholic Clergy had to remain celibate and could not marry.

That's a relatively recent change, too, though well outside any of our lifetimes. It's immediate impact, of course, was to provide a convenient haven for homosexual men and women, and that in turn also invited other groups with sexual issues to seek clerical vocations. Nobody wants to talk about it, but the facts are the facts, and we are seeing the results in literally thousands of complaints about child abuse and sexual misconduct.

These lobbying organizations all have their own flavor, but they all amount to the same basic theme of networking and lobbying for special advantages and promoting special knowledge and elite privileges for their members at the expense of the Average Joe, who doesn't have the support of these gangs.

In view of the damage these groups have done to our country and the world, there is really no excuse to allow them to exist at all.

The only good that they accomplish could be accomplished via other rules and means, and the evil that they promote is just plain criminal conspiracy aided by a convenient means to excuse and privately organize racketeering, extortion, smuggling, drug-running, human trafficking, political kickbacks and other dirty dealing.
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